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TI{E main purpose of this paper is to discuss some points in the cytology
of a series of hybrids, whose breedhlg behaviour has been reported upon
elsewhere (Gates and Catcheside, 1932). The general ueed for exact
knowledge of the variations in. chromosome catenation at meiosis, in
any particular form, is becoming increasingly apparent. It was with
this object in view that the cytology of this group of hybrids was
analysed.
According to our present knm~dedge, chromosome association at
meiosis is maintained, subsequent to paohytene, by ehiasmata and not
by chromosome attraction (homology). In fgo< the homologous portions
pi'eviously paired appear to exert a mutual repulsion. The chiasmata
are formed only in regimis previously paired, while pairing at and prior
to paehytene is due solely to homologies existing between the parts of
the chromosomes paired. Various critical associations of chromosomes
(Darlington, 1930, 1931; Sansome, 1932; Cateheside, 1932)have indicated
that chiasmata are formed as a result of cytological crossing-over between paired non-sister chromatids, so that sister chromatids only are
paired at either side of a chiasma.
It is doubtful whether ehiasma formation is at random in Oe,nothe,ra;
probably it is concentrated towards the ends of the chromosomes, even
in bivalents. Chiasma formation in a nmnber of plants is further subject
to the limitation that the presence of one ehiasma hlterferes with the
presence of another in an adjacent position. There is, at presen% no
genetical proof of interference in Oenothera, but there is at the same
time no reason to believe it does not exqst. S o m e slight data demonst,rating e.vbologieal interference are presented further on.
We mus~ distinguish, ia structurally hybrid diploid Oenotheras, between the chromosomes taking part in ring pairs (bivalents) and those
taking part in mu[tiple rings (of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 or 14- chromosomes). In
the former case, the two chromosomes pair (or rather are capable of
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pairing) throughout their length, so that, potentially, chiasmata may
be formed at any point ill each paired chromosome limb. Ill the case
of multiple rings the chromosom.es are believed to be complex in structure,
each consisting of two end-segments, which operate in pairing, and a
middle differential region. T.he sum of the differential regions in alternate
chromosomes determines the nature o.[ the complex ot! which it is tile
cytological basis. The end-segments of one chromosom.e pail: with similar
end-segments in two other chromosomes, but the pairing is not continued
to the attachment constriction, since the homologucs of two identical
end-segments are not continued in the adjacent middle differential segments. The middle regions are normally unpaired, their hlomoIogues
(often perhaps not closely similar) being situated ill. the middle of one
or more chromosomes. Association of these dispersed segments is rendered diNcult and rare, through pairing commencing at the ends of the
chromosomes. •Chiasma formatiott is therefore restricted, in the multiple
rings, to the end-segments, which are shorter than the chromosome limbs
of which they are part.
In general, chiasma frequency is a function of the length of paired
chromosome. This function is not necessarily a direct proportionality;
for, as we must conclude from O'Mara's (1931) results on tq.~cec~flc~eeida,,
the chiasma frequency per umt of chromosome length is higher in. the
micro- than in the megachromosomes. O'Mara's conchsion that the
absence of expected non-conjunction proves the absence of ehiasmata
seems unj ustffiable, particularly since the chiasmata in. the megachromosomcs are not at random. His "genie attractions" are not essentially
different, except in their origin, from the mechanism existing in terminal
chiasmata. We ,nay, however, expecli a difference in chiasma frequency,
per pair of chromosome limbs, to be shown by ring pai~'s and multiple
rings in Oe~zothe,ra,. Observation at diplotene is prechded by the unfavourable state of this stage, while observation at diakinesis and[ rectaphase I is difl%ult to interpret owing to the reduction in chiasma frequency due to tcrmiaalisation of interstitial chiasmata (@ateheside, 1932),
giving one terminal, or none at all. But the frequency of terminal
chiasmata will vary with the frequency of the interstitial diplotenc
chiasmata, though the relationship cannot be a direct proportionality;
a difference at the earlier stage will therefore probably show up as a
difference at the later stages. At di.plotene, there may be 0, 1, 2 or more
chiasmata per pair of chromosome limbs; at diakinesis and metaphase I
there may be 0 to 1 ; the metaphase freqttency of ehiasmata is therefore
an expression of the number of total failures of chiasma formation, which
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should be greater t~he lower the average number of chiasmata per pair
of limbs.
In comparing the chiasma frequencies where small differences only
are to. be expected, ditterent forms cannot be compared directly, since
chiasma frequency is subject to relatively wide alterations depending
on environmental conditions and possibly genetical conditions. We must
therefore compare the frequencies by collecting data from individual
flowez'-buds, so that adventitious :~luctuatious are eliminated am far am
possible. The data relevant to this problem have been assembled in this
inanller,

A second, related problem at once presents itself. If the end-segments
are of the same length all around the ring, each paired end-segment will
have the same chiasma frequency (unless the frequency per u.~it length
varies from ehrmnosome to chromosome in the same nucleus) and therefore complete ehiasma failure will be at random. If the segments vary
hi length, ehiasma failure will n.o longer be a~ random, but tend to occur
more often at particular pofilts in the ring, corresponding to the relatively
shorter pairing end-segments2 The second is e priori the more likely, so
that the question is resolved into the statistical one of whether the
deviation from randomness can be detected in the data available. In
h.omozygous forms, ehiasma failure is at random (Cute!aside , 1932),
while in forms with a ring of 14 chromosomes the figures agree with a
random'occurrence of ohiasma failure around the ring (Darlington, 1931),
though the numbers that have been counted are rather low.
Randomness of formation of ehiasmata in multiple rings may be
tested in another way, namely in eases where a particular point in the
ring is "marked." by sn extra chromosome (trisomie) or an extra halfchromosome (tt~.kansson, 1930) or there is a deficiency of a fragment
as in the plant recorded by Stu~'tevant (1931). Provided that the data
were sufficimltly ex~ensive, statistical analysis of the configurations obtained would disclose any significant differences in the frequency of
breakage at particular points in the ring.
A third test of randomness is not applicable to Oenothe~'a. In Rhoeo,
where four of the chromosomes have a markedly shor~ arm (Darlington,
t929), the two pairs of short.arms can usually be distinguished from the
others (Kate, 1930; Sax, 1931). Breakage might be expected to be more
frequent at these two points; the published data., however, do not shed
any light on the matter
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The hybrids have been. raised in the cultures of Prof. R. g. Gages,
F.R.S., at the I~oyal Botanic Garden, l~egent's Park, London, over a
period from 1929 to 1931.. The parental forms are as follows : O. deserens,
bla,ndi'na, l)urpurata,, nugans, Tycnoca~'l)a, e~'iensis, ~'ubricalyx and La,m,c~rclda,na,. Descriptions of these hybrids may be %und in the paper
referred to previously.
The earlier material (1929) was fixed in Allen's Bouin following immersion~ in Carney (Kihara's method). The more recent material (consisting of the bulk of the forms) has been fixed in medium Flemming
following immersion in Carney and washing in water. The resuIts from
the latter method are far superior.to the former. The earlier material
was stained with iron-alum haematoxylin; the recent with gentian-violet
iodine. Mr P. O. R. Webb has rendered much valuable service by
assisting in the preparation of slides.
Part of the work has been carried out using a microscope, for the
purchase of which I am indebted to a grant from the Dixon Fund of
the University of London.
~HI~Oh{OSOME

CONFIGURATIONS

IN THE

KYBI{[DS.

The linkages given in the following list are the maxinmm found in
each hybrid, exclusive of special associations that are the result of pairing
of (i) reduplicated segments (Catcheside, 1932), or (if) relatively translocared interstitial segments (Darling~on, 1931). These linkages are those
of fundamental importance from a genetieal point of view. As in the
later, more detailed accounts, the Arabic mlmerals signify the lmmber
of chromosomes taking part in a particular ring or chain.; a ring is
designated by enclosure of the mlmeral in a circle, a chain by enclosure
in parentheses. The figure outside the linkage notation denotes the
number of times such a configuration occurs; e.y. (8)+ @ + @ signifies
a chain of eight chromosomes, a ring of four and a ring bivalent.
deserens x bla,ndinc~
deserens x l~u,rl)urala,
dcserens x nulans (hdescrens. n,~dens)
desercns x Tycnocarpa, (hdesercns. denlc~ns)
blanclinct x p~erp~t'ctlc~,
blct:ndi'na, x nutct, ns (hbhtndina, hutch.s)
blandina, x pycnoca~:pc~ (~blandi'na. dcntans)
blandin~l, x novae-scoriae (hblandina,parvUlorcns)
p~trl~tl,raht x blandina
l~urp)u,rala x nulans (hlm, rlm.'rala, nulcns)

@+4@
@+s@
@+~@
@ ,,-:~@
@+.~@
@ +3 @

@ +:~@
@ +@
@-ks@
@+s@
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pwrlmrala x py~locarpa. (h2)urpurala. de~l.lans)
pu,rpu, rala, x (w~gustisai,ma, (hpttrlJ~tra.h~. di'verffe,,~s)
'n:ulans x blandinct (serrala,'ns . hbhouli'~a)
'~vuhvpas'x 2)url, u.,ral~ (serralans. h))u,r2)u.rala )
•~vu,la'na x ])yc.nocartea, (ser.ra,l~o~s, dcnlr~ns)
nulans x angaslissima. (aerrala.n,s. diverfle,ns)
nulams x 'rubricat!/x (8(3fITl/(IH6'. ,rubricalyx c,,)
,pyc'nocar2)a, x descrcns (de2)e'~tde',,s.Udesere'ns)
pycnocarlx~ x descre,~ts (dc~t,lans. hdcserens)
v / ~ . o ~ , , , v , , x ~Z.,,di,,.. (&~,~.,d~,~'. ,,t,z.,,,z/,,.)
pycnoca~Tm, :< bhtndi'ml, (denla,'~ts. l~bhvndina.)
p:/~,, oc,,.v~ × :p. ,~,,~r. t, (&pc.,,.&,, s. ~9,,-p ,~,..!.)
pyc'~wcct.rpa x '~.u.la,ns (de})(In.de'ns, ~ttc'ns)
'p!/cnocau)a x novae-acotiae (depemlens.purvl]/Iorens)
pycnocarpa, .'<angualissima (depcndens. diverge,s)

@ + 3@
@ + 3 (~)
@ + @ -t-(~)
@ + 3@
@
@
@ + (~)
I@ + 2 (~)
1@ + 2 (~)
® + O +@
@ + 3@
@ +a@
1@
@

novae-scollac x n'ala*zs (gran&flore,,s.,mdcns)

@
@
1@ -I- 2 (~)

"~tovae.scotiaex pycnoca~7)a. (flra..ndz]florc,~zs.dcnlctns)
~ovae-+'cotiac x angustissbma (wa'nd~flore~s. divcrgens)
a,n(lustissima, x nulans (rubra.ns. ~l,'tl.le'~8)
Lama.rcZ:iana x bhvndina (vein,he. l~blandina ).
Lamarclciana x blandi'~a (gat~dens. hblandina)

@
@ + 3 (~)
1@ "I-2 @

DESCRIPTION OF TtIE VAR.IATIONS.
A detailed account is given below for one or two membm's of each
linkage type. These plants have been selected quite at random, usually
because particular slides were of outstanding excellence for critical
observations.
Ring of ].¢ chromosomes. A number of ditterent hybrids have this
configuration, ilNstrations of which are shown in Fig. 1 a, d,f, h, lc, l, m.
In a proportion of cases, there are one or more breaks in this ring so
that one or more chains of varying length are produced. A chain of
14 chromosmues is illustrated at Fig. 1 b, g, n; two ehaiffs, of 13 and
1 chromosomes respectively, at Fig. 1 e; while Fig. 1 c shows two chains
respectively of 10 and 4 chromosomes. [['he occurrence of such breaks is
probably at random; in the case of O. nutans x angustissima, (serratans.
dive,tachs ) [['able I summarises the numbers ot pollen mother cells showing
the different configurations.
There are 37 breaks in these 24 n.uclei, so that the average per nucleus
is 37/24. Assmning that breaks at all fourteen points are equally likely,
37
37
the common probably (p) is 24 x 14 336 and the chiasma frequency (q)
299
is 336 = 0.89 per pair of chromosome limbs; obviously, ff = ]. - ~). The
Journ. of Genegics xxv]I
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Fig. 1. a, serrata~ts.dcnlans, ring of 1,~; b, serratctns.divargcns, chain of I,)~; c, scrratans.
divcrget~s, chMns of 10 ~md 4; d, dcpendens.nutens, ring of 14; e, dcpendcns.~,utens,
chains of 13 ~nd l ; f, dal)endens .parviflorcns, ring of 14; ~], del)e,ndcns, divergens, chMn
of 14; h, (/retndiflorens.~utens, ring of 1,~; ]~, ffrctnd(florcns.dentans, ring o~ 14;
l, rubrans.nutens, ring of 14; m, Oe. Viclori'~.i, ring of 14~; % Oa. Viclorinl, chain of 14.
Figs. b, c, ,m, and 'n, x 3360, resg x 2160. Fig. m, profile met~phase I; Figs. b, c and n,
polar met~rphase 1[; remMnder diakinesis.

probability of finding n breaks in a nucleus can be calculated from ghe
expansion of ghe binomial (q + p)"' of which ghe general ~erm is ~he
expression
,

where ~' is ghe number of chromosomes taking part~ in ~he ring, 14: in
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riffs case. The observed and calculated values are coml)ared in Table II.
The measure of divergence, X°-, is 3.43; the nmnbcr of degrees of freedom,
TABLE

I.

Conllgur~gion

No. of pollen mo~her cells

®

2

(12)+(s)

t

(u) +(3)

s

(to) + (~)

1

(9) + (S)
(7)+(7)

1
1

(tl) +(2)+(I)
(9) + (3) + (2)
(6) + (5) + (2) + (~)

I
e
1
r])Ol~al

2~i

TABLE 1I.
No. of breM~s
No. of ehiasm~t~
Observed
CMeuh~ed

0

I

14

]3

2
,1-7

12
8' I

2
12
6
6.5

3
11
3
3'2

6
10
1
l' l

n, is 2 less t h a n the total munber of classes considered, therefore n = 3
in this ease. F r o m F~sher's (1925) table on pp. 98 9, P is greater than
0"3; hence we m a y expect so large a deviation, as is shown b y this
material, in more than 30 per cent. of cases tested. There is, therefore,
no reason to suppose that the breaks are not at random around tll e
ring, so t h a t the chiasma frequency in each pair of chromosome limbs
must be assumed to be equal.
Taking another aspect of the same material, if the breakages are at
r a n d o m then, when there are two in the same nucleus, there should be
an equal number of cases in which the two chains each contain (a) an
even number of chromosomes, (b) an odd number of chromosomes.
Tlmugh the lmmbers are very small in the present case, t h e y show no
significant deviation from randomness. There are 2 evens to 4 odds:
X2 = 0.66, n = 1 and P > 0.3.
Similar results are obtainable from any other form with a ring o f
14 chromosomes, though possibly the chiasma frequency found for
se,r,ratans.d,iveryens is rather lower than that in the majority of the
other forms. In Oe. Victorini Gates and Cateheside (see Gates, 1932),
the chiasma frequency was about 0.96 per pair of chromosome limbs.
The illustrations of this new species 'show respectively a ring of 14
chromosomes (Fig. 1 m) and a chain of 14 chromosomes (Fig. 1 n).
Rings of 12 a~d 2 chromosom,es. Two hybrids had this configuration,
and both of them showed characteristic variations. Breaks m a y occur
4-2
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in either the large multi}?]e ring or in the ring pair, resultil~g i~t one or
more chMns. A ring of ]2 alzd a ring pMr are illustrated at Fig. 2 a, while
•
9 b.
a chMn of 12 ,~nd a :rod p~ir are shown at Fig..~
A,1 anMysis of bhe

:Fig, 2. Pollen moLhcr cells at, mcUaphasc I of (a) acrra, ta,s.r,ubricalyx ~, showing ring of 12
and ring pair; (b) ~bla'ndlna.l)arm~lorens, showing chMns of 12 and 2 chromosomes.
× 3360.
v a r i a l t t s h a s bem~ m a d e f o r b o t h t h e f o r m s s t u d i e d , and t h e f r e q u e n c i e s
of the v a r i o u s c o n i l g u r a t i o n s a r e n o ~ e d i n TM~le Ill.

TABLE

III.
No. of 1)ol|en tool,her cells
(

CoMigm'ation

@+®
@+(2)
(1~)+®
(12) +(2)
(ll)+(1)+@
(lO)+(~)+®
(o)+(3)+@
{8)+{~)+®
(7)+(5)+®
(a)+(6)+®
(10)+(~)+(~)

l~blandi'~a.'p(irviflorcns
5

serr(dans,rl~bric(dqx
3

l

I

4.
2
1
2
2
2
2
1

O
3

1
3
1

--

2

(9) +(3)+(2)

1

1

(8) +(~)+(2)
(io)-j-(1)+(1)+@

(s)+(3)+(O+®
(7)+(~)+(1)+®

--

1

--

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

(7)+(3)+(2)+(~

(6) +(~)+(~)+®
(~) +(a) +(3) + @
(5) + el-)+ (3) + ®
(8) +(3)+(1)+(2)
(8) +(2)+(1)+(1)+@
(~)+(5)+(1)+(1)+@
(~) +(3) +(2) +(~) + ®
(~) +(3) +(s)+(1)+(1) +@
(8) + (2) + (2) + (1) + (I)

--

TobM

1
]
1
l
35

1
1

25
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In the case of the last cell recorded under hblandina pa,rv~florens it
is not possible to decide whether dlere have been 3 breaks in the ring
of 12 and 2 in the ring pair, or four breaks in the ring of 12 and 1 in the
ring pair; the difference has been split in making the calculations.
68.5
In ~blandina,.pa, r.vijlorens, there is an average of ~ - breaks per
6"5
nucleus in the ring of 12, and an average of - ~ breaks per nucleus in
tlle ring pair. Assuming t h a t all the unimls in a given configuration
(ring of ] 2 or ring of 2) have an equal chance of failure, then the common
probabilities of failure for the ring of ]2 and the pair are respectively
68.5
6-5
35 × 12 -- 0.i6 and 35 × 2 - 0.09. I{ence, the mean chiasma frequency
in the ring of ]2 is 0.84, and in the ring pair 0.91. The corresponding
figures for serratans, rubricaIyx ~ are as follows : common probability for
breaks in ring of 12 is 0.12, for breaks in ring pair 0.14-; mean ehiasma
frequency 0.88 in ring of 12, 0.86 in ring pair,
We m a y test the randomness of the breaks in the ring of 12 by
calculation from the general formula given above of tlte expected
nmnbers of cases in the different classes of chains (see Table IV). For
TABLE IV.
No. of b r e a k s
No. of ehiasmttt,~

0
12

1
1l

2
10

3
9

4
8

5
7

8
(I.C

2.5
2.8

1.5
0.9

2
3.0

1
0.9

--

~,bhcmli,~u,, ~)arv~/tore,ns.
Observed
C~dcnh~ted

fl
4.3

Observed
C~leulated

~:
5.4

6
9.9

11
10.3

serrala'~s, r~tbricalya: ~.
9
8.8

9
6.6

hbla,ndi,n(~ .pa,rviflore~s X~"= 3.04, qt = 4 and P > 0.5; for se,r,ratans .rubricalyx c,, X" = 1.56, n = 3 and P > 0.5. In both cases, therefore, we must
conclude t h a t chiasma failure is at random around the ring, which
clearly means t h a t the ehiasma frequency per pair of chromosome limbs
is approximately the same at every point in the ring of 12 chromosomes.
Comparison with data from Rhoeo discolor, which has a ring of
12 chromosomes associated by terminal ehiasmata in a manner similar
to that in Oenothera, may be interesting. The published accounts (Kato,
1930; Sax, 1931) do not give any great detail; Darlington (1930) gives
a rough estimate of the proportions of 0, 1, 2 and 3 chains. I am in-
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debted to lVh' L. I:[. Stone, of the John Innes Horticultural Institution,
:for ~he figures used in Table V.
T A B L E V.
No. of bre~ks
No. of chia.~m'/.l,t~
Observed
Ca, lcu|al,cd

0
12
1.3
16.6

1
1I
20
15.2

2
l0
7
6.~t

3
9
-14;

There are 34. breaks in (tim 4.0 mtelei; so t~hat, assuming an equal
chance of chiasma failure at all points, the common ]?robabili~y is
3<1-

]2 x 40 = 0.071; hence tile average chiasma frecl~leney per pair of
chromosome limbs is 0.93. Rhoeo discolor, therefore, has a metaphase
chiasma frequency almost exactly corresponding to ~hat of Oenothera,
so t h a t the absolute nmnber of diplogene chiasma~a per chromosome is
about the same in the two genera. The expected nmnbers in the different
classes are given in Table V, the calculation being made from the general
formula used previously. The agreement with expectation is fairly good,
for X~"= 3.98, 'r~ = 2 and hence P lies between 0.1 and 0.2. Probably
much larger samples would be needed to establish the existence of more
frequent breaks at particular points. A~ present, one must conclude
"that the short arms are involved in breaks no more frequently than the
long arms, and[ that therefore the chiasma frequency is as high in the
short arms as in the long arms.
Rings of 8, 4- and 2 chromosomes. This configuration, hitherto unrecorded in the literature, was found[ in two hybrids. Breakages occur
in all the rings apparently at random. Complete rings of 8, 4. and 2 are
shown in Fig. 3 a, and c; a chain of 8, together with rings of 4. and 2,
are shown at Fig. 3 d; while chains of 5 and 3, with rings of 4. and 2,
are shown at Fig. 3 b. A record of the variations is given in Table VI.
In de'pendens, hbla,ndina the common probabilities of breaks are respectively 0.08 in the ring of 8, 0-07 in the ring of 4-, and 0.025 in the
ring pair. The frequencies of m etaphase chiasmata per pair of chromosome limbs are therefore 0.92, 0.93 and 0.975 respectively for the rings
of 8, 4- and 2. The corresponding chiasma frequencies in se~'ratctns.
l~bla.ndina, for the rings of 8, 4. and 2 are respectively 0.85, 0.90 and 0.93,
wliile the common probabilities of breakages are respectively 0.15,
0.1 and 0.7. [['he frequencies in these two forms show a consistent
gradation in vaIue in the ttu'ee rings, the order from the lowest to the
highest being, ring of 8, ring of 4. and ring of 2. The randomness of
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chiasma :failure m a y be tested as before; the results are d et~ailed in
Table V I I .

Fig. 3. Pollen mother cells a,t metaphase i front scrratans.hbla*tdina, showing (a) rings of
8, 4 ~nd 2 chromosomes, (b) chMns of 5 ~nd 3 ~nd rings of 4 and 2 chromosomes.
Pollen mother cells of dcpe~dcns,hblandina showing (c) diakinesis with rings of 8, 4
and 2 chromosomes; (d) melon,phase I with ehMns of 8 and rings of 4, and 2 chromoseines. :< 3360.

TABLE VI.
No. of pollen mother cells
Configuration
@+@+@

dependens, hbland.ina
1,s

(8)-t-(~)-t- (~)

iI

3

® + (,~:)+@
®+@+(~)
(8) + (,~) + ®
(8) +(g)+(2)
® + (4:) + (3)
® +(3)+(1)+®
(s) +(:~) +(2) + ®
(7)+(1)+@+®
(~) +(2)+@ + ®

(5) +(a)+(g)-.,-@
(5) +(3) +(4.) + @
(,~) + (~) + (~) + ®

(~) +(3)-k (-1)+(2)
(,s) +(2) + (J) +(g) + ®

Tot;M

serrah~ns,hblamlbza
.,.

5
a

1

,t

3

7

-

2

I
2
t
o
2
-

1
-

-

1

4:l

1
38

2

5

a
1

In depende~s.hblandinc~, [or the ring of 8 chromosomes X"'= 1.05,
n=2
and P > 0 . 5 ; for the ring o[ 4 chromosomes X " = 4 " % ,~= l
and P lies between 0.02 and 0.05. dhiasma failure in t~he ring of 8 is
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therefore at random, but there is a doubt in the case of the ring of. 4
whether the conditions of randomness are fulfilled. [['he sm'fll size of the
class having two breaks, which is the one in which the deviation is
particularly excessive, will probably explain the apparent deviation from
randomness.

T A B L E VII.
l~ing of 8

P~ing of 4
_

No. of breaks
No. of ehiasmt~'~

0
8

1
7

2
6

:1
5

_

0
4

3

.

1
3

2
2

Observed
Calculated

20
21..2

dependcns, hblandi,na.
] (;
5
14-6
4:.4
0.8

32
30.3

(i
9.7

3
1.2

Observed
CMeu[a~ed

9
11.6

~efralcf.~ts. hblrt.'~c~'~t(b.
14
14
l
[6.1
9.8
3.5

23
25. l

15
l [.0

1.8

- -

- -

In serratans.hblandina, for the ring of 8 chromosomes X~"= 4.42,
n = 2 and P lies between 0.05 and 0.1; for the ring of ~t chromosomes
X~= 3-i8, n = 1 and P lies between 0.05 and[ 0.1. Here again there is
some reason to doubt whether chiasma failure is at random in the
multiple rings. In the case of the ring of 8, the greatest divergence
occurs in the class with two chains of chromosomes, and reference to
the detailed list shows t h a t the divergence is largely due to a high proportion of (6) + (2) and (5) + (3) cases. In Table V I I I a statistical test

Types
Observed
Expected

(7) + ( 1 )
2
3'5
0414~3

TABLE VIII.
((~)+(2)

(,5)+(3)

(,t)+(4)

5
3.5

5
3.5

2
3.5

0'G43

0'643

0.(143

of the proportions is made; if the ohiasma failure is quite at random
equal numbers should occur in the different classes. B u t X2 is found to
be 2.57, n - 3 and P lies between o.a and[ 0.5, so t h a t there is no clear
departure from a random distribution. One must conclude Chat the
38 cells are a poor sample of the general population.
Rin 9 qf 10 and two ~'ings of 2 ch~'omosomes. Several figures of this
configuration are shown, viz. Fig. 4 a-e. Breaks m a y occur in any of
the rings go give a chain of 10 (Fig. ~t g) in place of a ring of 10, or a
rod pair (Fig. 4-f) in place of the more usual ring pair. Fig. 4: h shows
4 breaks, 3 in the ring of 10 to give chains of 6, 3 and 1, and the fourth
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in a ring p,Mr t~o give a rod pMr. The rela,tive frequencies of ~he dilIeren~
variations are shows in Table IX.

h
Fig. 4, a, hdeserens.nutens, ring of 10 and gwo ring pairs; b, hdeserens.de'Mans, ring of 10
and gwo ring pairs; c, denlans, hdcscre~s, ring of 10 and gwo ring pMrs; d, dependens.
l~(leserc~ls,ring of I0 and gwo ring pMrs; e, depcndens, undula'ns, ring of 10 and gwo ring
pairs; f, grandi[lorens.divc~yens, ring of 10, ~ rod pMr and ~ ring pair; g, ga'adens.
hblandinc~, ehMn of i0 ~nd gwo ring pMrs; h, ga.udens.l'bhtndina~ chMns of 6, 3, 2
and 1 and a rh~g pMr. Figs. o and e of pollen mogher cells ag dia.kinesis, resg ag rectaphase I. x3360.

In hdeserens, nutens there are 56 breaks in the ring of i0 and 2 breaks
in the two ring pMrs; the chiasma frequency per pair of chromosome
limbs is therefore 0.87 and 0.99 respectively in ~he ring of 10 and the
2
ring pah's; the common probability of a breal~ in ~he ring of 10 is ~ .
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The corresponding ehiasma frequencies for g,rand'iflore~l,s .dive,rge'ns are
13
0.90 a n d 0.89; ghe c o m m o n probability o1! a break in t;he ring of 10 is 1-35"
The r a n d o m n e s s of breakage is ~es~edl in Table X.
TABLE IX.
No. of pollen reel;hoe cells

l~:lescre~ls, nuten,~'

Configlm~.~ion

gr~, ul~/Iorens dS,ergens

®+@+(2)
0o) + @ + ( ~ )
(t)) + ( t ) + ~ @

1
1
2

(s) + (~) + 2 @

4

l

(7) + ('.~)+ :~ @

,l:
3

:?

((1) + ( 4 ) - k ~ @

(7) + (:-~)+@+(~)

'.,
1
1

-

-

(~) +(s) + @ +(~,)
(7) +(2) +(1)+ :~ @

(.) +(s)+(~)+s @
(~) +(3)+(:~) + 2 @
(¢) +(3)+(:~)+:t, @

1

-

s

-

-

1

Toga.Is

I

,1.2

27

TABLE X.
No. of bre~d~s
No. of c h i a s m ~

0
10

[
9

Observed
Ca,l c u h ~ e d

8
l0

Observed
Calculated

1]
9.8

2
8

3
7

4:
6

16
10-7

3
,b~

-1.2

8
5, l

2
1,2

-0.3

hdeserens, u,ule~Ts.
15
1.5.5

graml~florens, dlvergens.
6
10.5

F o r hdese,re~s, nutens X°" = 4.67, ,~, = 3 al~d P is n e a r l y 0.2; for gra,ndiflorens.divergens X~"= 4.69, ~ = 3 and P lies b e t w e e n 0.1 alld 0.2 (much
l~earer ~he higher figm:e). These is thus no re,~son to doub~ the r a n d o m ness of chiasma failure, a n d hence i~ m u s t be concluded ~hat there aye
no m a r k e d differences in ehiasma frequency in bbe pairing elements
wighin, ghe ring.
Ri~ N of 8 ch~'o,m,oso,mes and th~'ee ~'ing pai,rs. Variagions :~rom the
m a x i m u m assoeiagion, which is shown in Fig. 5 a, b, g altd/,, have been
f o u n d ; bre~kages oeem: in the mult, iple ring and also in bhe ring pairs.
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~ig. 5. tt, hbla~tdina..nutens, ring of 8 ~md bhree ring ])Mrs; b, l~bla'ndina.dentans, ring of 8
and l~hree ring pMrs; c, h'.pt~.rpurata.nutens, chMn of 8 ~md ~hree ring p~irs; d, hp~u'p uratc~, dentans, chains of 8 ~nd 2 ~nd gwo ring p~irs; c, nptcrpuratc~, deula~s, chain of 8
~m4 bhree ring pairs; f, hl)urpt~rc&~.divcr,qens, chMn of 8 and bhree ring pMrs; if, scr'ralans. hl)Url)urata , ring of 8 ~nd ghree ring pMrs; h, dcl)endens, hblandi'na, ehMn of 8
and bhrce ring pMrs; 14 de,1)c~zdens.l~purl)ttrala., chMn of 8 and ghree riug pMrs;
l, vela.t~s, hbtct~d'iota., ring of 8 and bhree ring pr~irs. Figs. d gild 1 a.re [rom diakinesis
st~ges of pollen mot, her cells, t,hc romMnder from met,~phasc I. ","3360.
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Chains or 8 chromosomes a r e s h o w n al~ Fig. 5 e, d, e, J; 1~ and I'.; a rod
pair is figured ag ]?ig. 5 d, t~oget~her wit,h a chain of 8 chromosomes and
t~wo ring pairs, t~eeords are preserved of t,he numbers of variations in
~wo of the forms se~died (T_able XI).
TABLE XI.
No. nf ceils

8erralam% l~)ltrp~tral(t,
s

de~)e~zdem~.hJ~u'rl~t'ral(t
s

(s)+3@
@+:B®+(:B)
(s)-k2 @ +(s)
(7)+(~) +:~@
(rl)+(s) - k s @

7
S
~
i

I.~
2
s
s
t

(,I)+ (~) + :~@

-

i.

6 ) + (3) + (t) +',~ @
(~l) +(s) + ( s ) + a @
(3) + (:D + (s) + s @
(,~)+(s) + ( D +(~)+s @

-

Conflgur~gion

@+a ®

q?ol~a,ls

~.
s
I

l7

'~8

The common probabilit~ies of breaks in lshe ring of 8, a,ssuming ~hag
3
all ~he eigh~ points have equal chance, are ~ for se'r~'a.ta,,n,s,h2)~,¢,~'2)~t~'a.tct
~5
and ~
for del)e~sde~,s. ~p~t~'~)u~'atct. The mean ehiasma freqneneies in

se~'~'atc~,~,s,h2),t'r2)~t~'ctta,and ~l@e~zde,~s. hl)~t~'2)~t'ra,ta are respeet, ively 0.91 and
0.85 for ghe ring of 8, and 0.97 and 0.98 for ~he ring pairs. In bogh eases,
t~herefore, ghere is a higher @equeney of ehiasmata in ~he bivalents than
in ghe mult~iple ring.
In se,r~'atcu~zs.~l)'tt~'~)~'a,ta, X~ = 1.04-, ~ = 2 and P > 0.5; in dc])e~d,e~s.
hp~t,rp~'ata ,y~ = 1.78, ~ = 3 and P > 0.5. In bo~h cases ghe condigions
of randomness of breakage are fulfilled (Table XII).
'fABLE
No. of brea,ks
No. of e h i a s m a ~

0
8

Observed
CMoulM, od

7
8. I

XII.
2
6

3
5

2
2,1

--

--

0.4

--

17

6

4.

14:.7

8.!1

3.1

1
7
#errctla..t~,8.

4
4

hp~o'l~t#r(tla.
8

6.3

depe~de~l,s, hln~'rl~trala.
Observed
Calculated

I0
10.(~

1
0.7

Ri W of 6 ct~'o,moso,mes a,~,d ,fo*t~" ~"M,9 l)a,i'rs. This configuration was
found in t~he .F~ hybrid obt,ained by crossing t,he homozygotes Oc. dcsere~s
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and Oe. blandina (Gates and Catcheside, 1931), bogh of which arc segregates (secondary mutan%) of Oc. Lamar/~:iana. A ~ypica,1 megaphase I
s~age is shown ab Fig. 6 a,; the ring is non-disjunotional and ~here is a

b

Fig. 6. a, l~descrens, hblandina, ring of 6 and four ring pa.irs; b, Udesercns. hl)~trp~trata, ring
of 4 and five ring pa.irs; c, l~blandina, h~ntrp u.rata, ring of 4 and five ring pairs; d, h blandinc~.l~pwrp~rata, ring of 4, rod pa.ir and four ring pa.irs, two of which ~re proximally
ingerlocked; c, hpt~rp~erata.l~blitndi.na, ring of 4 a.nd five ring pa.irs. Figs. c a.nd c of
pollen mogher cells at dia.khmsis, remMnder ~g meta.pha.se I. x 3360.

sub-germinal chiasma ill one of the bivalents. Chiasma failures have
been observed ~o at~ee~ both the ring of 6 and the ring pairs; the occurrences of such breaks have been noted in the tisg given (Table XIII).
TABLE XIII.
Configurat)iou

No. of cells

® +,f: ®

4s

@+3 @+(s)
@+s@+s(s)
(6) +,t @
(G) + 3 @ + (s)
(5) +(l) +,~®
(~) +(s) +,~ @
(3)+(3)

7
i
is
i

a

a

+4(~

1

Toga.1

79
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The mca,l chiasma h:equcncies per pair of mating chromosome limbs
in the ring of 6 and ~he bivalents are respecgively 0"9~ and[ 0.98. The
same difference is shown here as ill ~he admitted structural hybrids
described above. The inferences from this resemblance will be pointed
5
out further on. The common probM~ility of a break in ~he ring of 6 is 79 ;
its randomness is tested in TM)le XIV. Here X" = 4.9~, n = 2 and P
lies between 0.05 and 0.1 (closer to ~he higher number). Table XIV
TABLE XIV.
No. of b r e a k s
No. of chiasma~a
Observed
C~lculated

0
6
56
53.4

1
5
16
21.(}

2
,~
7
3.7

3
3
-0'3

indicates that ~here is probably no clear divergellce from the assumed
random occurrence of breakages.
Ring of t chromosomes and five ring pairs. This linkage appeared in
the crosses involving homozygous forms. Two of them are reciprocals,
one of the other, viz. blandi'na, × l)u~'l)u~'ata, and its reciprocal; the other
is deserens × l)url)urata. The interrelations of the hybrids between these
three forms have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Gates and Catcheside, 1932). Typical rings of four chronaosomes are illustrated at Fig. 6
b-e; a rod bivalent is shown in the figure illustrated at Fig. 6 d. Subterminal chiasmata in both the ring and the ring pairs are shown at
diakhlesis (Figs. 6 c and e); they are similar to the ones previously
described (Catcheside, 1931), though the present illustrations probably
represent more nearly 'the true condition. In the previous cases, the type
of fixation probably ciused a considerable degree of shrinkage of the
chromosomes, resulting i~ the constriction-like appearance between ~he
distal portiml and the main body of ~he chromosome (Table XV).
TABLE XV.
No. o[ cells
Configuration

hbla,ndinc~, hpurplt.rata

0 +~®
® + 4 ® + (~)
(~t) -,,-s @

2~
:~
2

32
,3
7

l

--

1

(3) + ( 1 ) -[- 5 ®
(2)-,-(2)

+5

®

To~ls

~l~le.rlmra, ta. hbla~,dinc~, hdcsercns . hpz~rpuratct

2s
5
3
-

-

I.

3,~

30

4,J:

The respective mean. chiasma freqtleneies for the ring of four chromosomes and the ring pairs are 0.96 and 0.995 for hblandina.hpu~'purata;
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0'98 and 0.99 for hpu,rpurata, hblandina and 0.9~ and 0'99 for ~'deserens.
hpu,r~)urata,. The chiasma frequency is thus consistently lower in the
ring than in the bivalents. The assumption t h a t chiasma failure is at
random is tested in TaMe XVI.
TABLE XVI.
No. of breM~s
No. of c h i a s m ~

0
-i

I
3

2
2

3
,1'5

1
0'3

2
[. 9

-0.1

7
9" 1

2
0' 9

hblttl~tli,t~ct, h'l)w;"t)ttl'ctltl.
Observed
CMcula.Led

30
29-1
h2mrlJl~,r(~.l(t. , h b h ~ m l i n ~ t .

Observed
Ca.louh~~ed

28
28.1
hdese;'ens

Observed
CMcuh~Led

.

ll'~)ltf~)tt,;'(tl(I,

35
:J,i

For 1%lanilina.l~)u,rpurata X = 2.75, ,rb = 1 and P is nearly 0.1; for
l~p,ur2)urata, hblandina X~ = 0.06, ~ = 1 and P lies between 0.8 and 0.9;
for hdeserens, hl)u'r~)u'rata X~ = 1"8, ~'~= 1 and P lies between 0.1 and 0.2.
There is no significant divergence from expectation.
A comparison of the collected values (Table XVI1) of mean ehiasma
frequencies per pair of chromosome limbs for the multiple rings and the
TABLE XVII.
J3ivale,l~s 0.91 0.86

l].ings

Mea.n chia sm~ frequencies in:
0.975
0.93
0.99 0.89 0.87 0.98 0.98 0.985 0.99 0.99

0.84:0.88 0.92 0.93 0..85 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.85 0.94- 0.96 0.98 0.,q~

ring bivalents suggests at once t h a t this value is normally greater in
the bivalents. Two exceptions only to this general rule can be noted,
viz. se,rrata,ns.,rubricaly~v and 9,randiflorens. dive,~yens; the differences in
these two are relatively small and probably not significant. The frequencies observed also vary from one :form to another, the variations
possibly being due to any one or more of the following: (1) random
sampling, (2) environmental effects, (3) geneticM differences ill chiasma
frequency. The first two are the most likely sources of variants; there
is no evidence for the third cause of differences, though it cannot be
excluded for t h a t reason. No m a t t e r what the causal origiu of the variations m a y be, the bivalents and the multiple rings in a particular sample
are equally subject, tIence, their respective chiasma frequencies will
tend to v a r y together and in the same direction. Therefore the pairs o:f
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frequencies determined in the different hybrids should be positively
correlated.
A diagram of data shows a concentration of the points about a line
running from the top left towards the bottom right of the figure and
hints at a correlation. [['he concentration is not precisely about the diagonal, because chiasma frequency tends to be higher itl the bivalents.
in calculating the correlation coefficient, the observations were fairly
coarsely grouped into classes having an average difference o[ 0.06 chiasmata per pair of chromosome limbs. The value of the correlation coetiieient found in this way was -1- 0-i32. Its significance was tested in the
manner given by Fisher (1925, pp. 157 ct seq.); t = 1.659, ~ = 12 and
P is considerably less than 0.01. The very small value of P indicates
that the correlation is highly significant, and strongly supports the conctusion that there is a characteristic difference in chiasma frequency
between the bivalents and the rings.
Oytologica,1 evide~cc of i~te~'J'e~'e.~ceof chias,mc~tc~ i'~ Oenothera. The
cytological basis for genetical interference has been showa by I-Ialdane
(1931) to exist in a number of plant genera. Assuming that the chiasmata
are distributed at random in bivalents, .I-Ialdane showed that the probability of finding 0, 1, 2 ..., :~: ehiasmata per bivalent is given by the
Poisson expression

where m is the observed mean nmnber of chiasmata in a sample. The
method has beml applied to the data accumulated from. Oe. blc~di~c~ to
show the reduction in number of chiasmata due to terminalisatio~ of
interstitial ones (Catcheside, 1932). The records of late diplotene stages
are here assembled in a different manner; in Table XVIII the first figure
TABLE XVIII.
Total no. of ohiasnl~ta per bivalent
No. of termimtl e l l i a s l l ~
No. of bivMents

4/0

,t/2

3/0

3/1

3/2

2/0

2/1

"2/2

1/0

1

1

6

14

6

35

23

5

4

signifies the total number of chiasmata per bivalent, the second figure
the actual number of terminal chiasmata.
In making the calculation (Table XIX) the difference between interstitial and terminal ehiasmata has been disregarded; the mean number
of chiasmata per bivalent is 2.27.
The variance of the whole group of values is 0"13, which is considerably
less than the mean (2.27); interference is therefore strongly marked.
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These wdues arc afYee~ed to some extent by terminalisatmn, which will
tend to reduce the degree of dispersion. For this reason, a second set o[
vMues has been. calculated o,1 the data from those bivMeuts observed
to have interstitial, chiasmata only. The mean number of chiasmata in.
the 46 bivalen.ts coming into this category is 2-09, and. their variance
is 0.216; interference is thus still strongly marked.

NIX.

TABLE
No. ol2 ohia.sma, l,au
poi: [)h~Moat

0

1.

~

3

4-

5

6

2
10"9

-5.0

-1.9

I
4.5

-['9

-0'7

(i) I n c l u d i n g bivt~lcnts w i t h tormina, l chimsmn, t~a:
Observed
Calculated

-9'8

4
63
26
22.2
25.3
19,6
X~ = 9 7 " 2 , n = 5 ~md P < 0 . 0 [

(ii) . E x o h a l i n g biva12onts w i t h g e r m i n a l ohiasma, t~*:
Observed
Ca12oula~ed

-5'7

4
It9

35
12,4-

X~=59.5, n = 5

O
8.7

and 1)<0.01

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The metaphase chiasma frequency per ]?air of mating chromosome
limbs is higher when chronmsomes take part in bivalents than when they
take part in multiple rings. Presumably, 2 chromosomes pairing to
form a bivalent are homologous throughout their length. Assuming that,
with chromosomes of a similar size, equal lengths of paired chromosome
form equal numbers of ehiasmata, then ring-forming chromosomes which
have a lower average chiasma frequency than bivalents form ehiasmata
over a shorter portion of their length than do bivalent-forming chromoseines. Consequently, the distal pairing units of ring-forming chromoseines must be less than the length of the chromosome limb. Normally,
therefore, there is a median uupaired portion of the chromosome, the
genes in which never cross-over and which therefore .form the basis of
the t~enner complex.
The presence of such a median unpaired, portion of th.e chromosome
may be ascribed to either (c~) non-continuity of tl~e homologies of the
terminal segments to the attachment constriction, or (b) chromosome
rigidity mechanically preventing proper pairing of the middle portions
of the chromosomes. The second possibility is less likely; its incidence
may be tested in simple reciprocal, trailslocation heterozygotes. Data
are not yet available, however, to make such a study.
2. The metaphase chiasma frequencies in bivalent and ring-forming
chromosomes a r e positively correlated. Therefore, any causes, such as
J o u r n . of Genogics XXVlt

5
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environmental and geneticM factors, leading to a change in. chiasma
frequency will affect both bivalent and ring-forraing chromosomes to
au equal extent and in the same direction.
3. The observed mean frequency of about 0.9 chiasmata per pair of
ends Jn ring-forming chromosomes probably signifies an. average of I + at
diplotene (of. Catcheside, 1932), the total number beiug reduced by terminalisation. Assuming that chiasmata represent real cross-overs, this
meal,s that each pair of ends is more that1 50 genetieaI units long.
Various conditions of crossing-over may therefore be distinguished in a
ring. (a,) l~actors occupying the central unpaired portion never crossover. (b) Factors occupying the distal ends of the chromosome will have
more than 50 per cent. crossing-over between them and the attachment
constrictions of their respective chromosomes and will therefore segregate
at random. Two cases of independent segregation of flower size in forms
having a ring of 14 chromosomes appear well established, viz. in
albica~s, l~Hoolccri (Langendorf, 1930) and in albica~zs .vela~7,s (Hoe]?pener
and Renner, 1929). (c) Factors in the proximal region of the terminal
pairing portions of the chromosome rarely cross-over; factors in proximM
regions of different ring-forming chromosomes show radiM crossing-over,
the cross-over value between hypothetical factors A and 6' for instance
being neither the sum nor the difference of the value between A and B
and between B and 6'. A clear case is given by Emerson (1931) for the
factors green buds (Gr), splashed buds (Sp1) and sulphur coloured
petals (s), which are respectively 0.5, 3.0 and 4.0 units removed from
zero, g.e. the proximal ends of the pairing regions.
~. The observations with few exceptions support the view that the
occurrence of breaks in the rings is at random or, to put i~ in another
way, no point in the ring iv more disposed to breakage than any other.
We must conclude that the chiasma frequency per pair of chromosome
limbs is approximately the same for every pail' around the rhlg. The
terminal pairing portions, therefore, are of practically the same length.
Differences that may occur are difficult to detect and identify. The low
value of P (between 0.02 and 0.05) in the case of the ring of 4 chromosomes in deTcndens. ~bla~zdi~za may indicate a real predisposition for the
ring to break more frequently at two particular points; se,rr~ta,~s.
l~bla~zdina also has a low value of P (between 0.05 and 0.1). The questiou
arises whether these small groups of observations, illvolving respeceively
41 and 38 cells, are only excessively bad samples. IPurther material of
the same forms would decide this point.
In harmony wiflh the view that breakage is at random iv the fact
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that whml a ring breM<s into two chains these may contMn an odd or
all even number of chromosomes, in all the possible combinations of
numbers. Further, the various combinations occur in equM mm~bers
within the limits o[ the sampling error.
5. The hybrids between the three homozygous forms are important
in that they demonstrate the following points. (c~) Different homozygous
Oe~mtlwrc~ forms differ quMitatively i~te,r se not only in. respect of a
number of genes but also in the arrangement of their chromosom.e parts.
The differences between the three forms blct,r~di~m,, dese,re~s and p~t<l)~crc~tc~
have been. deduced elsewhere (Gates gad Catcheside, 1932). (b) They
show a difference between oMasma frequencies in bivalmxts and rings
characteristic of other Oe~7,olhera hybrid forms. We :must conchtde therefore that the ring-forming chromosomes have a median unpMred portion,
emphasising the complexity of the structural differentiation. This is not
altogether unexpected in the case of bl,a,~di~za and desers~7,s which are
secondary homozygous segregates from Oe. La,me~,rl~,ic~,~c~.
6. It is remarkable in all the combinations of complexes, thus far
tried, that no ease of a reversed end-segment has been found. It is
possible that such a structural type would be rapidly eliminated, owing
to the dislocation caused to meiosis; or, perhaps owing to a peculiarity
in the method by which segmentM i~terchange takes place, such types
are but rarely formed. So far as I know, the meiotic configuration resulting h'om pairing of a normal and a reversed segment has never
been seen.

7. Interference between chiasmata is established for bivalents in
Os~,othe,re. Interference of the Vpe observed to occur hi a number of
different genera (Haldane, 1981) offers an explanation for the fact that
the chiasma frequency is higher in smM1 chromosomes than in larger
ones. Comparison of observed with expected nmnbers of ehiasmata per
bivalent show the following: (1) grea~er frequency of bivalents about
the mean; (2) diminution in the number of bivMents with high chiasma
numbers; (3) diminution in the nmnber of bivMents with low chiasma
numbers, particularly 1 and 0. The last peculiarity seems especially
germane to the problem under survey. In Oe. blc~zcg~,~c~, out of 95 bivalents with an average of 2.27 chiasmata, 22.2~ should have 1 chiasma
and 9.78 none if chiasm~ formation is at random with regard to one
another; actually the observed figures ~rere 4- and 0. Four univalents
were observed in. 140 nuclei at diakinesis in Oe. t)le~,~zd'b,m,, representing
2 bivMents out of 980, or 0.2 per cent. The expectation is about 10 per
cent. iu the absence of interference and with a diplotene chiasma fre5-2
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queney o.[ 2.27 per bivalent. O'Mara (1931) counted 50 megachromosome
biva]en.~s in Y'~tccct ./lttcc'i&~ and observed a mean of 3 chiasmata per
biwtlent; he observed 1 bivalent with a single ehiasma, but ao univalent~s.
The expected nltmbers of bivalents with 0 and 1 chiasma in l~he absence of int~er[erence are 50 :< e-a a:nd 50 x c -a × 3, i.e. 2-49 and 7.4,7
respectively. In fact O'Mara's figures for ?F,~coc~ demonstrate interfe,:ence; the variance in. his observal~ions is 0-52, which is considerably
less than the mean. These figures are based, on met~aphase counts.
])iplotene has not been examined, rmfortunately, since it is only at this
latter stage thaI~ ehiasma localisation can be observed; terminalisa%ion
m a y obscure it at later stages, particularly in short chron'msomes.
The reduced number of bivalents with low ehiasma numbers may be
taken ~o show that the potential mean number is considerably higher
t h a n the observed mean. Or, alternatively, t h a t the ehiasma frequency
does not drop below unit value no matter how short the chrom.osome
m a y be (of. Darlington and Dark, 1932). In either case non-conjugation,
in the absence of cross-over suppressors, must be relatively rare. It is
quite clear in all examples ~bhat chiasma failure has a, far lower frequency
than it should have if crossing-over is at rand.ore and t h a t the divergence
increases wN1 reduction in the mean chiasma frequency. Many more
data are needed before a proper numerical connection between chromosome length and chiasma frequency (or crossing-over freq.uency) can be
found. The solution of this problem will probably provide a direct
answer to the question of how breaks and recombinations occur between
chromatids.
~UMMAI~Y.
The chromosome linkages in a number of Oe~ot/~,erc~ F 1 hybrids have
been found to show t h a t (1) the chiasma frequency per pail' of chromosome limbs is higher' in the bivalents tha,n in the multiple rings, (2) ~]ie
pairs of frequencies in different hybrids are positively correlated, and
(3) breaks (chiasma failures) occur at random in the rings.
Evidence of interference between chiasmata is also brought forward
and discussed. It appears likely t h a t short chromosomes have a higher
mean frequency relative to /heir length than have longer chromosomes.
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